Steve Collier speaks out on free speech. See page 7.

Rash of homophobic graffiti hits campus
By Laura Pavlenko
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
A rash of homophobic graffiti
has hit almost every corner of the
campus in recent weeks. There are
currently no suspects.
During the weekend of Nov. 1011, someone doctored art work on
the second and third floors of Foss.
A poster picturing two men sitting
on the shore of a river had caption
balloons drawn in with homophobic
messages written in the balloons. In
addition, a Calvin and Hobbes
poster was defaced and there was a
"degrading, sexist"drawing of two
men having intercourse, said Jan

Fortin '91, head resident.
Fortin first noticed the graffiti
when making her regular "postweekend"hall inspection. The graffiti was removed, and Fortin reported the incidents to the Dean of
Students office.
In response,the Dean of Students
office sent a letter to Foss and
Woodman residents condemning
the anti-homosexual activities.
"We are really concerned [about
the graffiti]," said Janice Seitzinger,
dean of students. "We understand
how harmful [the messages] can be
to students with alternative
lifestyles."
The next weekend, two

homophobic messages were
scribbled on the walls in the stairwellof Woodman,according to Alan
Yuodsnukis '91,head .resident. One
message read, "Let's play, butt pirates."
And again in Foss, "Rebate
Party" flyers were changed to read
"Butt Pirate Party."
"I don't think they [the messages] were aimed at anyone in
particular,"said Yuodsnukis. "[The
graffiti] is reflective of the whole
[anti-homosexual] attitude on
campus."
Fortin suspects that one individual or a small group of individuals are responsible for the graf-

fiti. "It seems to be the same handwriting [in all of the graffiti]," she
said.
In Mary Low, an information
calendar was also defaced. One date
had "Fagbashing, sponsored by the
Bridge - bring your own bat" written on the calendar.
Across campus, outside Roberts
Dining Hall,more homophobic slurs
were found written on a poster the
weekbefore Thanksgiving break. It
was removedby Head Resident Rich
Rusnack'91,according to Seitzinger.
"We'd like to find out who did it,
but I'm not sure that we ever will,"
said Fortin of the Foss and
Woodman incidents. "We want to

Prof, specializes in fine cuisine

Alfond gives $200,000

By Craig App elbaum
FEATURES EDITOR
For German Professor Hubert Kueter,the owner and head
chef of Johann Sebastian B in
Oakland, the idea for opening a
restaurant in the middle of
Maine came naturally.
"I like cooking as a hobby,"
Kueter said. "And people had
always suggested to me, 'Gee,
you should have a restaurant'."
"Johann's," as many casually call the restaurant, opened
in the summer of 1975,ten years
after Kueter began teaching at
Colby,and is located on the first
floor of the Victorian home
where Kueter resides.
"After the first night, I
thoughtl couldn'tpossiblydoit
one more day,"he said. "I had a
Colby grad helping me in the
kitchen,and the waitresseswere
Photo by Josh Friedman
Colby girls. And the restaurant J ohann Sebastian B, the home of German cuisine.
was really packed that first
night. Halfway through the evening, though, the dishwasher pistols. But she was very subdued when she saw what was
I hired quit. The next morning all these dishes were piled sky- going on and made a hasty retreat. That was several years
high."
ago, and we haven't been visited by anyone else since."
"I also cut myself badly opening night, and had a bandage
As for the Colby students who frequent the restaurant,
on my hand. I was mixing dumplings later with both hands, Kueter said that "some come from their freshman year on,
and when I pulled my 'hands out of the dumplings my and become steady customers. Others come for the first time
bandage was gone." Luckily Kueter was able to find the at graduation and say to themselves, 'Oh my God! If I'd only
bandage before it wound up as an appetizer on someone's known about this place earlier!'"
plate.
Kueter said that he has already received reservations from
Kueter was born in Bresslau, West Germany, but was parents for graduation nig hts in 1993 and 1994.
forced to flee the area after the second world war ended . As
As for the name of the rcstaurant ,.Kueter said named it
he explained, Poland extended its border into Germany after after Johann Sebastian Bach because "[ Bach's name] gives
the war, and expelled all Germans living within the area they you certain expectations, and because he was German and
had claimed - which included Bresslau. Shortly after, Kueter there is an element of outstanding quality attached to his
and his mother came to America.
name."The restaurant's motto states "As Bach to ear, so we to
"And over the years I learned a lot from my mother about the palate."
cooking," Kueter explained .
However, he added that "the name is totally unsuited to
The restaurant's menu is understandably "heavy on the this area." Kueter said that many fail to see the title as
German side," he said, "but we also have Greek, Austrian, referring to Bach at all.
Swiss, and French specialties. And the menu doesn't change
"People say to me, 'Oh, arc you Mr. Sebastian?' Many
every scason,,becausc people got upset when they weren't have never heard of Bach at all."
finding their favorite dishes."
Although ho has considered putting together a cookbook,
Kueter remembered one evening when the liquor inspec- Kueter said he freely divulges recipes to patrons who request
tor paid the restaurant a visit, to ensure no minors were being one of their favUi ite dishes.
served alcohol since many of the restaurants patrons are
"If people ask me for a recipe, I just tell them to look it up
Colby students.
in the 'Joy of Cooking' anyw ay," Kueter said jokingly, since
"She walked in wearing her police hat and holster with he often uses the book to assist him in the kitchon.Q

educate this person."
Both Fortin and Yuodsnukis will
address this problem with their respective hall residents. They are addressing the problem because
"people should feel safe and secure
in a residence hall," said
Yuodsnukis. The hall staff wants to
make sure their residents feel comfortable in their living environment.
The letter from the Deans states
that they are disturbed by the graffiti because "homophobic graffiti
tears away at the values which we
honor and promote [at Colby]."
They also requested that any information about the graffiti be reported
to the deans or hall staff.?

By Andrea Sfrasker
HEW&JSDITOR

•., Harold Alfbnd, aWafcervilleresidentwitha long-

''B^^y^^^t^t^e^
term connection
for the
new'^Ki^oii

construction of a
ot S^OO^OOO
physical
therapy facilityto-be named af ter athletictrainerCM
Nelson.
Thedonation> which wa$a nnOunc**-at adinner on
Sunday,Nov*11, musthe matched with finds raised
by Colby.The deadline for raising therest of thefunds
isjan_ X according to Directorof CommunicationsEd.
Hershey
"I think that we're goingto wake it [the deadline)
with room to spare/' said Hershey,adding that the
college will probably raise more than the requited

$200,000.
Donations; to match tho original gift: are coming
from alumni, the communityand other sources, said
J-Jar&hey.
"There were a flutntxtt of calte,^Solicited {after
thoannovmcementl/from peoplewhowanted togive
money because of what Carl Nelson means to them,
said Hershey.
Alfond , who ha$ also founded thfc constructionof
tho ice rink and the outdoor track,has known iNfalson
- for 31years "as a local friend and occasional patient/'
said Nelson.
The new facility will replace the Current physical
therapy areas which are spot between tho Health
Center and the field houso. The facility in the field
house "isabout 25 yearsold and built for only about 8
teams/ said Nc-l$oivTheft? aro currently 03 teams at
Colby>
Construction of the new facility is expected to
begin "certainly by next $prittg/' with completion
Conceivablybytfm$emcst0r{next year)/'said Nelson.
Tho,Physical Plant hasbecn working with tho help
of an architect to design a. facility that will double the
square footage of the current space, according to
Nslson, Nelson has tam helping with tho plow as
wolK ,
The facility will be about 2,000 equate foot and will
hon$e three whirlpool areas, ultrasound, a cervical
neck traction demand othor (xn*ipmcttMwd Netsottx
Tho facility will be in tho field house with a ground
floor entranceand an entrance from tho lpj ?by_
"At ite moment we have the $Ue hy the men's
hockey lockor town, running alon$ tho right side of
the rink/'said Nelson D
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Last season for
Amaral
ShellyAmaral s second seasonashead
coach of the men's and women's swimming teams will also be her last. Athletic
Director Dick Whitmore said Amaral was
leaving Colby at the conclusion of this
season to get married.
Amaral declined comment on her
plans. (D.H.H.)

Colby supports
United Way
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George Coleman
In order to raise money for the United
Way, Colby mailed a letter to members of
the "Colby fam ily," which includes support staff , administarators, and faculty in
the Waterville area. Registrar George
Coleman, is coordinator of the effort.
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Fundraising for the year has generated
$10,751, which is off from this yeaPs goal of
$13,000 and down from last year.Last year's
effort generated $11,626, said Coleman.
"Only a quarter of the people are doing
anything," said Coleman. "It is disappointing that we have such low participation."
The United Way supports 25 agencies
and area communities, according to the letter. (T.D.)

have to worry about losing its eligibility
for the Stafford Loan,a student loan program from the federal government.
Now, if 35% or more of financial aid
students fail to pay back their loans after
graduation, the federal government can
withdraw the Stafford Loan from the
school. But "Only one percent of Colby's
alumni haven't paid back their loans,"
said Presidnet William Cotter. "That's
only three people out of all the students
who have been on financial aid."
A typical Colby financial aid package
The
Edie
consists of the Pell Grant (a low income
Brickell concert lost
grant), a Colby Grant (college generated
about$5,000,which
fun d s which gives the most money in the
is not bad, accordpackage), the Stafford Loan, and a job
ing to Patty Masters,
requirement.
Student Association
Under the Stafford Loan, a student
social chair.
can borrow up to $5,000 a year from the
A proximatel y
FederalGovernment at only nine percent
1,300 pe op le atinterest. If a student fails to repay the
tended the concert.
loan, the bank must get the lost money
which was not
from the Federal Government. By tightenough to pay for
ening the loan default rules and penalizthe combination of the bands,the generator, ing the schools, the government hopes to
the lights, stage and publicity.
decrease their financial losses.
"We didn't count on making money,"
The new rule effects mostly trade
said Masters.
schools. (R.M.)
"Everyone 1 talked to had a good time,"
said Masters. "1 was happy with it." (A.K.)

Edie loses money
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No Chance of
Losing Stafford
Loan
Despite the recent congressional ruling
on federal loan restrictions, Colby doesn't

Bad grades restrict activities

Elm Tree Market
closes

Elm Tree Market and Deli in Waterville closed Mon., Nov 12.
No reason was given as to why the
owners closed the market, said Charles
Beeler '93, who helps sell ads for the Echo.
(R.F.)

any extra-curricular advisor, such as a coach,
to discuss whether the student should continue his/her participation in extra-curricular activities." The plan goes into effect in
February.
If any students remain on academic probation for a second semester, they must develop a plan "allocating time to course work
and extra-curricular activities, which must
also be approved by the Associate Dean of
Students." Otherwise, the student will be

ineligible to participate in activities outside
of school work.
"Only five to ten students must take an
academic leave from Colby a year and almost
everyone returns to gradua te," said Robert
McArthur,vice president of academic affairs
and dean of faculty."We are trying to monitor
th e syst em to generate more commun ication
between facul ty and those st uden t s having
difficulty with their work."Q

the College and the community.
"Colby has rules tha t clubs need t o abid e
STAFF WRITER
by," said Damrauer. One of the goals of the
new constitution is to bring the Colby side of
WMHB' s alternative format will be ex- th e st at ion in t o accord w it h t hose rules an d
amined and redef in ed by a committee of DJ's regulations.
selected at the station's Nov. 14 staff meeting.
The new constitution will include estabThe m eeti ng also ad dressed the need for lishing a separate radio club on the campus.
greaterDJ involvement,the new constitution,
"This would be open to anyone who is
recent publicity, and upcoming promotions. in t erest ed in rad io,"said Damrauer. "It would
The committee addressing the station 's be funded by Stu-A and the money earned
format is composed of eleven people and will would partly go toward funding the station
meet between now and January.
as well as educating students about disk"They will argue what [they] think is the j ockeying."
format of t he station ," said Craig Damrauer
The community portion of the station will
'91.5, WMHB'smanager,"then they will come remain virtually the same. 'They [the comto terms with a written policy for the station munity members] would simply establish
so that criticisms can be tracked."
written guidelines as to how the station runs
Patrick Robbins '93, Aaron Mosher '91, now,"said Damrauer. Healso said that "they
Douglas Baum '91, Courtney Morris '94, Eric would determine v/ays in which to make the
Most '93, Derek Hudson '91, Kara Gilligan station run smoother."
'94, Jim Cronin '93, Galdriel Ricci, Marc
Increasi ng DJ's involvement in the station
Lni gh ton, and John Balu will sit on the com- was also a concern.
mittee.
'The executive board is making all of the
"The radio is a voice of the campus and decisions," said Jason Goldbcrger '93, assisthe community," he said. 'The campus part tant manager, and therefore "the input is too
needs tobe redefined in the interestsof Colby, selective."
the station ,and also in thoseof the students."
Goldbcrger, believes tha t the station is
The station 's constitution will be rewritten in order to satisfy the need s of both

improving. He compared WMHB to the Bates
radio station, WGHL,stating, 'Their s i s fully
based on a routine," he said. "You go i n an d
the entire schedule is plotted out on a computer. There is not any room for fluctuation."
He add ed that "our 's [WMHB] is following
the same format that it always has been following.
Personnel manager Johan Dowdy '93
mentioned an upcoming *MHB raffle. The
item to be raffled is a $1000 electric guitar
from Downtown Music.The station's goal is
to sell 1,008 tickets.
"The money that the station receives from
this raffle will go into the community fund ,"
said Damrauer. "As the budget stands now
[we] have 50 percent of the overall fund
coming from the community and 50 percent
from the school." The money will then go
from the fund toward equipment purchases
and repairs.
A community liason or the station, Annie
Earhard t, informed the radio staff that "t here
is no such thing as bad publicity." She believes that "more people are listening to
WMHB then ever bcfore/'Q

Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER

To help students focus more on academics, the Ed u cat ional Policy Committee (EPC)
has limited participation in extra-curricular
activities for people on academic probation.
Accordi ng t o the memo sent t o all facul ty
"any student on academic probation will be
required to consult with his /her advisor, and

WMHB examines format and involvement
By Jody Gould

EPC votes
to keep eight
David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER

The Educational Policy Committee (EPC)
has approved retainingthe mandatory eightsemester rule, reported Katie Kaliff '91, Student Association vice-president, at the prebreak meeting of the Presidents' Council.
The regulation requires students to either
be on campus or to take part in off-campus ,
college-related pr ograms f or all eight semesters, or four years.
"I told them [the committee] that-students
disapproved of the rule,"said Kaliff,who sits
on the committee along with five other students and six faculty. She abstained from
voting but said the decision to keep the rule
was "pretty much decisive."
"The faculty feel it is important that a
collegeexperienceisafour-year experience,"
said Kaliff. 'They want students to be in an
academic type of environment for that
amount of time."
Also a factor in the decision,she said,was
the belief that it is necessary for students to
gain four years of exposure to college-level
extracurricular activities.
"It s very important that we have no incentives for students to try to add on courses
and graduate early," said Dean of Faculty
Robert McArthur, who chairs the EPC.
"Otherwise in-depth study is frustrated , it
leads to overcrowding of classes, and if students leave early it deprives them of the
senior seminar in the spring."
"Everything we do is based on the assumption that students will stay eight semesters," said McArthur.
The student representatives on the EPC
have proposed that the College be flexible on
the issue,suggesting that there are programs
students could take that are not necessarily
academic but that would fall under the category of learning. Among those frequentl y
proposed by students, said Kaliff, are Outward Bound and National Outdoor Leadership Programs. These are currently not accepted by the College as satisfactory academic
programs.
"There have been a lot of students at least
wondering about internshi ps," said
McArthur. He said the College does not
permit those for a semester becausestudents
can limit internship time to Jan Plan and over
the summer.
But, said Kaliff, 'The college has to make
some exceptions."
Finances are chief among st u d ents' reasons for wishing to complete their Colby
education early. The College feared many
students would attempt to finish in seven
semesters or perhaps even less, placing an
increasing ly heavy monetary burden on
Colby. A rise in tuition might be forced on the
students as a result.
"We provide four years of financial aid,
so there should n 't be problems. I think our
current condition is that we're successful at
providing the full eight semesters," said
McArthur.
He said he knew of no case of a student
unable to complete his time at Colby for
financial reasons.
Kaliff said that not many students had
expressed an interest in graduating early.
Collegeoff icials,however,areconvinced that
many more students would take advantage
of the opportunity if it existed.
"I think the rule has a lot of merit, but if
they're going to retain it they have to be more
flexible. There has to be some way for people
on financial aid to finish early," said Kaliff.
A subcommittee formed at the Council's
Nov. 14 meeting will be looking at the issue
asa whole until Christmasbrcak, said Kaliff.Q

Presidents Council update

Noji-alcofoooMe budget
- - By Wamiko t>$ne$
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the party. Both ideas werebased on and Vice-President Katie Kaliff '91
the hope of saving 38,000 paper asked for the formation of a subSTAFFWRITER
cups from being wasted each year committee to lookinto the possiblity
a social fee. Masters said the state
Happenings at the Nov. 14 at campus parties.
* Poor food quality in Dana. liquor inspector's recent approval
President's Council meeting:
.* .Formation of an advising Jane Solomon, Lovejoy Commons of Colby's guest list system made a
committee. Several ideas were dis- president, said shewrote a letter to social fee acceptable,sincestudents
cussed after forming a committee Director of Dining Services Mary would not be paying for alcohol.
oh ways to revamp the advising Attenweiier expressing the con- She suggested two separate fees
system. The usefulness of the cur- cerns of students who had com- one for drinkers and one for nonrent system has been criticized by plained about the food in Dana. drinkers,to Dean of StudentsJanice
Shesaid frequentand unannounced Seitzinger.
students.
* Mandatory COOT. The
Council members questioned closings of the dining hall for dinthe procedure for changing advis- ner also caused a number of stu- Council passed a proposal to keep
ers after the first year. A system in dents to speak up.
Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips
* Cable at Colby. Shawn an option for first-year students.
practice at Williams College was
suggested as an alternative system. Crowley '91, Student Association Many Council members said that
At Williams the system requires president, and Director of Student mandatory COOT status would be
students to tell their freshman ad- Activities Tullio Nieman reported counterproductive and that more
visersdirectly if theywantto switch on the possiblity of cable television non-athletictrips should beoffered
to a different faculty member. at Colby. Crowley said the argu- in the future. .
* New admissions office. The
Several council members ques- ment for cable is that students are
tioned whether this method is fair generally uninformed about the college wants to move admissions
world events and need stations like and the Dean of Students Office
to students.
*The end of Bring Your Own CNN or C-Span. But a number of into a new building to be conCup. Grossman President Jason Council members expressed oppo- structed across the street from
Hogg '93 said the idea has been sition to the idea of spending a Eustis. Karen Laidley '93, Johnson
scrapped in favor of a more effi- potentially large sum of money, Commons president, said the Ficient plan called Cups Already perhaps as much as $10,000,on the nancial Committee and Facilities
and Equipment Subcommittee
Present. The new proposal centers project.
* Social Fee. Student Associa- were involved in researching this
around having students use reusable cups which they will leave at tion Social Chair Patty Masters 91 project.Q

By David Holtzman

Faculty meeting raises campus issues
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER
On Wednesday Nov. 14the faculty held their monthly meeting to
discuss issues that will imminently
affect the conduct of campus life in
the near future.
Federal legislationhas imposed
two requirements for all independent colleges and universities.
Starting in 1993, campuses must
publish their crime statistics and
disclose thegraduation rate of their
athletes. The board has also tightened loan default rules. However,

this won't hurt Colby's students
since it affects mostly trade schools
of federal programs and community colleges. Colby'sdefault is only
one percent—a college must have
over thirty-five percent default to
lose aid eligibility.
Competition bet ween theColby
Bookstore and the Iron Horse
Bookstore has again become an issue. Administrative Vice President
Arnold Yasinski said that Colby's
faculty "may be unaware of the
financial implications in competing with the Iron Horsebookstore."
He urged professors to order texts

from the Colby t>ookstore to regenerate more funds for the college.
Last year the Colby Bookstore suffered a $20,000 loss in revenue from
buying and then shipping out unused texts because more students
bought their supplies at Iron Horse.
This year Colby has sold more used
books to reduce prices for the student s, but the college is still losing
money. A few professors noted
that condemning the Iron Horse
business stifles free enterprise in
Waterville, and that more students
go to Iron Horse because they offer
a ten percent discount.

I Off the Hill
NEW ENGLAND CONSORTIUM of

UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCAT I ON
(NECUSE) *

WORKSHOPS IN MODERN BIOLOGY
at W I L L I A M S COLLEGE , WILLIAMSTOWN , MA
JANUARY 18-20 , 1991
I

I

STUDENTS and FACULTY from NECUSE institutions are invited to
participate in workshops in the following areas of modern
experimental biology:
I. Techniques in Lipidology :
Modern methods used in studies of the composition , physical
properties and metabolism of membrane lipids , in particular
sphingolipids , will be the topic of this workshop . Lab techniques
will include :
analysis of lipids using TI.C, GC, and IIPLC;
preparation of liposomes for physical studies; and selected enzyme
assays .
II.

A n Introduction to tho W orm , C. alagana:
The workshop Includes lectures on the unique applications of
C. elogans biology to developmental studies and hands-on experience
in worm handling and observation.
III.

P u l s o d - f i o l d gal electrophoresis (PFGE) :
In addition to lectures on the applications and uses of t h i s
method for a n a l y z i n g large DNA molecules , workshop p a r t i c i p a n t s w i l l
p r ep a r e h i g h - m o l e c u l a r weight DNA samples and elcctrophorose DNA
using a v a r i e t y of PFGE techniques.
Each workshop will bo limited to 6 p a r t i c i p a n t s and alX n x p n n n n s
( t r a n s p or t a t i o n ,
lodging)
will
ho p / i l H by NECUSE .,
meals ,
A p p li c a t i o n deadline is Doa. 14.
For application forms nnd more
i n fo r m a t i o n on tho workshop of i n t e r e s t to you , ploaso contact :
Professor Marsha I , Altschulor
Department of Biology
Williams College
WilliamsLown , MA 0126'/
Phone : (113) 597-2197
Fax: (013) 597-1116
'HECU3K mombor i n a t l t u t t o n n nro:
Amhorat Collogo , nntoo Collogti , Uo wdoin
Drown Unlvornity, Colby Collogo , Dnrtmouth Collogu , Ha rvard Unlvoralty,
Collogo of tho Holy' Croon , Mlddl nbury Collogo , Mo unt llolyoko Collogo , Smith
Collogo , T r i n i t y Collogo , Wolloaloy Collogo , ^oalayan U n l v o r a l t y , Ullllama
Collogo , Yalo Unlvoralty
College ,

I

Debra Campbell, associate professor of philosophy and religion,
gave an update on the new curriculum proposals of the College Curriculum Committee. Among other
ideas, they are considering more
diverse classes, a forei gn study option and reconstructing the academic calendar to three semesters.
The committee will make department visits to get more response
from faculty.
Participation in extra curricular
activities may depend on academic
performance. According to a new
rule, students on academic proba-

fijyl)l!wa?i^
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MTO

LEWISfrOM, MB Achievement tests in addition to Scholastic
Aptitude Testsare no longer required for admission to Bates. The
facul ty voted W\ writer thfc Month to mte Achievements art
optional part of prospectives" app lications, deeming the tests bt*
ased. In addition, the tests were said to put unnecessarystress on
students.
Tfn making their dwi$ionr the faculty examined the grade point
averages of students who did submit £AT scores, which have bean
optional at Bates since the mid-1980s,

MTOIE0URY

MIDDL&BU&Y* VT A recent committee report suggested that
the college should create a maj orin African-American Studies and
establish a bicultural center in order to improveconditio^ for
minority student$,
A committee formed to enhance tho experience of minorities at
Middlebury said the maj or should also include a set of courses
exploring the cultural heritage of Hispanic^Amerieans, The pro*
po$ed ^cultural center would hfc tou ted in a testdenco hall; fc$
bowsing Would be reserved far students showing a commitment to
v
studying those.twb cultures,
The repatf recommended priority tot the rooms be given to
Afrttfan»AnwicMm& Wispanfc«AhioHi«m atudeot^
HOLY CROSS
WQflCBOTR, MA The cwwvaUvfl alternative newspaper at

Holy Cw«w, Tteltofl-jfcft Rwtei^ te<*mtog andM lrtc>to*toil wairttay

at tho college froth both ptttfoss&rs and student*, This comes p&r*
haps, as <i result of tho ongoing controversy involving the well-

tyipwn Vanttm ih top lm*acmdin# to campus official newspaper,
Tfui Cwtf arAWMwf ckRMM
r%ht»tYinj3p leaning aft the Dartmouth paper, but tm nonetheless,
been criticised by some professors for going too far in its opinions
<m mttom !$$»$$, Put many; faulty also pralie tho paper (ot
providing n wfoafototf alternative to Th* Qtmf ct,

tion first semester must meet with
their advisors to discuss a work
schedule to improve their grades.
The plan must be agreed upon by
the students,advisors and the Dean
of Students. If grades have not improved by the second semester, the
student will not be able to participate in any sports or clubs. The
program developed when too many
students had to drop out of school
because of poor grades. The faculty hopes that this rule will prevent activity mismanagement from
going unchecked .?

Admissions
may move
By Ginny Morrison
STAFF WRITER
Due to overcrowding and the new
market for college admissions, Colby is
considering building a new admissions
building across the street from Eustis,
according to Arnold Yasinski, vice
president of the college.
"If you were to take a walk through
this building [Eustis], you would see
how we have people crammed in,"said
Thomas Kopp, senior assistant dean of
admissions. He said there are boxes,
files and mailings throughout the hallways of the building.
In addition,the interviewing offices
are too small to accommodate whole
families wanting to ask questions about
the school. Kopp said when making a
$20,000 a year decision, all the information should be at peoples' fingertips.
The building would be a Maine
farmhouse design, with picture windows facing the library and Mary Low
Commons.
"An admissions office is people's
first impression of a school/' Kopp
stated. Colby is becoming "an increasingly competitive institution and needs
the facilities to sell its product and
Admissions continued on page 4

Cable television a possibility for campus

Crowley, cable is now a possible
alternative.
Currently, students can only
College officials and members watch the threenetwork,non-cable
of the Presidents' Council are stations on televisions in the resilooking at bringing cable television dence halls. Both individuals and
to Colby.
student groups have let several
At the last Council meeting the Council members know that they
weekStuderitAssociationPresident want more than this. Specifically
Shawn Crowley '91 proposed the the 24-hour news station,CNN,has
formation of a committee to discuss been requested most often.
the pros and cons of connecting
Cable television will be quite
Colby to the national cable network. costly to Colby if the Collegedecides
"A constant complaint is that to install it. The programs received
we don't seem to know what's go- and the procedure of installation
ing on in the world around us," will create a major expense. Direcsaid Crowley. Since the Echo has a tor of Student Activities Tullio
policyof covering only Colby issues Nieman said a new satellite dish, if
and the campus lacks any other used for cable, would cost $5,000.
useful means of quenching stu- Putting cables in place would
dents' thirst for information, said
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER

double that price.
Colby already has a satellite dish
between Roberts Union and
Seaverns Field. The dish was constructed solely for the use of the
Soviet Studies Program,which uses
it to tune in to Russian television.
"We're tryingto determine how
much this (cable) will cost and
whether it should be put in every
room," said Ken Gagnon, Director
of AdminstrationServices. Limiting
cable access to a television in a
central location like the Fishbowl is
a possible alternative, he said.
"I'm assuming money won't be
available for a long time," Gagnon
said. "The trustees won't be happy
about [such a large expenditure].
We'll probably do a little at a time.

Our first objective is to makeCNN,
C-Span and the like available here.
It'stoo bad we don't even have that
option now."
Gagnon, who is working with
three other administrative officials
on the logistics, said the satellite
dish by Roberts will not be able to
handle cable for the residence halls
or the Student Center. For technical
reasonsand efficiency, cables would
likely run out of the AV
Department's facility in Miller Library.
There is an additional problem,
said Gagnon, with the fact that
Colby already has a cable system in
place for the Roberts satellite dish.
For the purpose of monitoring the
systems for any possible stealing of

stations, the federal government
forbids a single entity from having
two separate cable hook-ups.
Gagnon said there are ways to
evade this law, adding that the
College will probably hire a consultant to examine these possibilities.
Some Council members were
very skeptical about the idea of
spending the suggested amount of
money to give more television options to students.
"Why not put it toward some-;
thingalittlemoreuseful,"said Mary
Low Commons President Chris
Bennecchi. '93. Another member
called the proposed expense an unnecessary privilege. ?

Admissions

continued from page 3

compete with other schools, said
Kopp.
Prospectives visiting Colby have
commented on Bates' newly renovated Victorian admissions building. Kopp said building new admissions facilities is a trend among
schools today.
In addition, freeing up space in
Eustis would allow administrative
offices in Lovejoy, like the registrar
and the Dean of Students,to use the
space.
The plan for a new building is
part of long range speculation on
Colby'sfuture. Trusteesconsidered
several options in their fall meeting, and Yasinski hopes a decision
will be reached at the upcoming
meeting in January.Q
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Words can hurt

Just when you think Colby is becoming more openminded, a blatant display of homophobia spreads all the
way from Foss to Roberts. It is outrageous and unfair that
gays and lesbians must be faced with such hostility on top
of trying to live their lives on a very heterosexual campus.

While the same individual or group of individuals appears to be
responsible for the graffiti, it is highly likely than more than a few people
on campus carry the same intolerant and homophobic attitudes. But,
only a few dare to act on them. This raises the question of whether it is
better to express our opinions or suppress them.Should we allow people
to vent their anger and intolerance so that it does not manifest itself in
potentially violent ways?
In "Free speech:the path to equality/' Steve Collier maintains that we
should be more concerned with "the attitud es behind the lan gu age, not
the words themselves." This is a good and valid point, but in certain
cases, words do matter because words can hurt.
The statement, "Fag bashing, sponsored by the Bridge - bring you're
own bat" which was found in Mary Low is harmful because of the
emotional hurt it can cause and the physical violence which it condones.
Our First Amendment right to free speech must be retained in all cases.
It is inexusable that certain educated members of the Colby community
have abused this right.

Now s the chance

The Colby campus is not issue-active. Students complain
about the inactivity year after year. While the issues are out
there, few people get involved. A glar ing examp le of this
issue-inactivity is the lack of discussion on the crisis in the
•
Middle East.

Well, Colby,this weekend's your chance. Rob Pfeiffer and Colby Prof.
Chip Hauss are helping conduct a march and demonstration for peace in
the Middle East on Saturday at the Concourse. It will be a real live
demonstration and a real chance for Colby to get involved in a political
issue which warrants more discussion than we are giving it.
You may want to protest the American involvement. You may want
to show your support for the American troops that have been deployed.
Regardless of your cause, show that you care about the events affecting
the world. Everyone has that responsibility.
Colby hasn't always been complacent. During the Vietnam War,
protest banners hung from Lovejoy. Along with many other colleges,
Colby protested. This year,our fellow NESCAC schools, including Bates
and Amherst, have protested the Middle East crisis. Now is the time for
Colby to join in their efforts. Thereis a cause,a forum,and even a time and
place for protest. Take a stand, and go.

Echo
inappropriate

I am writing in response to your
November 15th article on Matt
Chaffee. When I picked up the issue
of the Echo, I was disappointed to
notice that the first thing to catch
my eye was "Chafee suspended"
followedby a highlighted article on
his case. I am not going to try to
justify his case or comment on his
outcome as I am not familiar with
the situation, but felt it extremely
unnecessary for the Echo to print a
front-page article telling of his
predicament.
WhatoccursinJ-Board hearings
should be between those involved
and the board member, not in the
open for all to speculate on. Matt
Chaffee was not even allowed to
present his side of the story. If
allowed to return, he must face the
humiliation of everyone on campus
knowing his business. I know that I
am not alone in my opinion; there
are others who do not agree with
the manner in whichthe article was
presented. Although I realize that
the Echo does its best to keep the
student body informed, it should
exercise more discreetness on
certain issues.

their date.
We on second floor Foss won't
tolerate this kind of behavior on our
floor. So,whoeverthe guilty artist(s)
are:
a.) you're sick
b.) get help
and
c.) stay the hell off our hall.
Tom Brown '91
and residents of second floor Foss

More to
the story

Your articles on tenure in the
11/15/90 issue of the Echo, are very
interesting. Do you know what
national organization established
and continues to monitor the
accepted procedures for awarding
tenure and safeguarding academic
freedom in the United States? Do
you know that this organization has
a chapter at Colby? Do you know
which faculty members are officers
of this chapter? Did you contact any
of them when you were preparing
this issue?
William Berlinghoff
(Mathematics)
President,
Colby College Chapter
American Association of
University Professors

Kenneth Lee '94

Students
outraged

We on the second floor Foss would
like to express our outrage at the
vandalism which occurred in our
Calvin and Hobbes lounge this
weekend. It is always angering to
have to deal with one person's
obvious disregard and disrespect
for the property of an entire hall.
Everyone on the hall enjoys using
this lounge, and many identify our
floor with the mural portrayed on
the lounge wall. By defacing this
property,the vandal directly insults
all of us.
Unfortunately, because of the
disgusting nature of the drawings,
the vandal touches on issues which
reach a community far broader than
our small hall. It is sad to think that
in a year so devoted to promoting
healthy attitudes concerning
gender, race and sexuality, there
was such a blatant sexist,
homophobic attack. It is also
scary that this attack occurred
on the night of the semiformal, a
time in whichboth men and women
spend much of the night alone with

Season
rewarding

Austin
thanks fans
As the 1990 football team
prepares for hibernation, I want to
take this opportunity to convey our
team's and my appreciation to the
Colby community at large and
particularly the student body for
your support this fall both on and
off the field. Certainly,your positive
attitudes played an important role
in our team 's success. You've
become our "twelfth player," and
without question contributed to this
year's performance level!
Tom Austin
Football Coach

I would like to thank the Echo
Sports Staff for their continued
support throughout the season and
for selecting me to the All-FallSports
Team. It was an honor to be chosen
for this award. Unfortunately, my
gratitude is not the only motivation
for this letter.
Although the words of praise
and recognition were well
appreciated,there were a few things
stated in regard to the 1990 Field
Hockey Season which compelled
me to write in response. First,there
was
reference
to
my
disappointment about the season.
If there is one word I would not
choose to describe my experience
this fall, it would be disappointing.
I understand that anyone measuring
success by how many victories a
team has had would be quick to
assume that our season was, in fact,
disappointing. However,as a team
we chose to look past the win-loss
column, and measure our season

Soccer
app re cia t es
support
The Colby men's soccer team
sincerely thanks all those who
supported us throughout this successful season. Special thanks to our
most loyal fans: Scottie O., Wardo,
Amy V., Karen, Brooke C, and
Professors' Bassett and Allen. The
players and coaches have many
memories from this year's success.
One that will be most remembered
and cherished is the tremendous
enthusiasm that we shared with th_
entire Colby community. No one
will ever forget those who braved
thecold weatherand missed classes
to see the Williams game or the sea
of peoplewho rushed the field three
times near the end of the Bowdoin
game. OLI_, OLH_ OLfi OLfi...
The Colby Men's Soccer Team

Ten common thoughts for holiday travel
By Axtty H*M.1
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& 1 thought my boarding pass <*, Wow" nice ojf the Maine turnpike
people lo put tip thoso signs.
was in my pockeu
#j MOk,nrwthw Toyota7, Am I really related to thoso
people?
Echo ftie photo

Andrea R. Solomita '91.5

Top Ten List for . This • Week
10, Small children should travel
on separate tt'atas,

The good old days

by individual growth and team
unity. It is ironic that the most
fulfilling year of my career was the
year in which weboasted the fewest
wins. But with the dedication and
support of the 1990 squad,no other
year, or team, even compares.
For myself, it was a season of
more upsthan downs . It is true that
we lost more games than we won.
However, the opportunity to be a
part of this team far exceeds any
disappointment 1 could have had
with our final record . It was an
honor to be a member of the 1990
FieldHockey Team. Thefriendships
and memories I have as a result of
my final season are the greatest
awards I could have ever hoped to
receive.

$, l wferti f had paded mom thaw
on« tapo.
<l ,1could havo$worn \W»tf keeping
It und or 70,

& Tb<v t toll cto)loctt>f tanked
awfully familiar,
Z Hell wuw be a lot lft<? this,
Probably warmw ,
X> It's probably just a little
turbulence.

Opinions
SSa If the draft were reinstated and you were drafted , what would you do?
Sa f'(L lfi % §w_<^
Tim Felt '91

Mark Mellyn '91.5

I wouldn't be drafted because I
would leave ahead-of time. I'd go to
the land down under.

I'd go. I would feel obliged to

Phobrek Hei '91
I'd say, ok. As a conscientious
objector,I would agree to serve,but
not allow myself to fall into a
position in which I would be forced
to fight.

Erik Belenky '94

Chris Tosi '92

I would go!

I'd go in a second!

Free speech :The path to equality
Two weeks ago, Professor
Potholm from Bowdoin delivered a
speech at Colby that every student
and administrator should have attended, not because everything he
said was right, but because he presented a view that's seldom addressed at our "liberal and freethinking" institution.The canon by
which he valiantly stood,was absolutely unabridged freespeech. His
belief noticeably offended some of
his listeners, while simultaneously
catching everyone's undivided attention.
By Steve Collier
LIKE IT OR NOT
Potholm helped remind me that
today's "taboo" words are not evil
in themselves, but that they represent beliefs and attitudes that need
to be rectified. It's not the words
that damage, but their implied
connotation that causes unnecessary hatred in our society. Even the
issuance of the most disgusting
words does not warrant punishment in a society committed to the
unalienable right of free speech.
Potholm adamantly opposed
the growing movement toward
censorship at colleges and universities. Today's censorship is more
difficult to apprehend , however,
since it doesn't relay the malicious

and easily combated images of the
past, when oppressive regimes
rather than long-suppressed groups
provided the movement's impetus.
It's very difficult to argue that
words like bitch, faggot, or nigger
need to be uttered,as they all conjure
up disturbing images that are best
extinguished in our society. Our real
concern, however, has to be the attitudesbehind the language, not the
words themselves.
There are three very basic problems with banning certain words or
punishing people for their use. First,
and most important, curtailing the
use of disturbing language merely
hides the real problem of ignorance,
while doing nothing to change
people's reasons for using abusive
language. It also prevents intelligent
discussion since people are afraid to
be labeled on the basis of their vocabulary.

E ven the issuance of the
most disgusti ng w ords

does not warrant punishment in a society committed to the unalien able ri ght
of free speech.
Second,everyone has a different
list of words they find offensive. As
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Potholm said, this presents a very
dangerous phenomena which
could easily translate into a powerless language lacking diversity and
the ability for expression.
Third, it represents a direct attack on the freedom of speech.
While freespeech will always create some discomfort,it remains the
only path to absolute equality.
Undoubtedly, there are words
which you and I would pref er to
never hear, and which responsible,
conscientious people will always
choose not to use. But banning the
use of these words is not a viable
solution. Disadvantaged groups
pushing for equality through language is commendable, and we
should aid in furthering their
causes. However, let's not sweep
society'sproblemsunder the carpet
by attacking our language rather
than our ignorance.
If you hear a racist or sexist
remark, don't ignore it or merely
shun its deliverer. Correct it. Tell
the person you don t approve and
be prepared to debate its appropriateness, for in this case you can
never be wrong.
But stop this phobia we have
with words. Labeling people, and
punishing them for abusive language doesn't benefit anyone.
Education,however,most certainly

Will you fight?
Aslsataroundthetabletrying
to digest the feast that had Just
takenplace,I thoughtabotftv/hat
there is to be thankful for this
year.The|_rst thing thatoccurred
to me wasthe fact that J stilt have
six months until gtad uation,and
at least t»ne month until my
parents really start asking me
what I want to da with my life*

Consider the /actthat if the
U>$t mamtamsapresencem$audi
Arabia., due to such factors as
climate or morale, personnel
problems will arise, There ^re
only somanyreserves, and even
now theyare being called _tp in
record numbers;. After the
reserves,the only logical stepisa
<Jraft.

By Matt Lehman
3HRQW1NG STONES "

Whereare theprotests
now? Does everyone
agreewith the President,
or are we simply waiting
lor all of our friendsand
relatives to come home
draped in Am erican
Hags?

I then looked over at the T.V.
and saw President Bush dining
with the troops in Saudi Arabia,
and the whole ^aSuatlon-dtaft
idea Came Into play and ;*cared
the hell out of me, Although no
onecares iotalkaboutit,thedraft
is a possibility.For many senior
mOn tif # draft occurs, women
But no one j s talking shout
couldbemcluded,butlamba$mg ihis> Are you wiling to go and
this on past legislation)/ we lose fight? We all seem to know
our ineligibilityon May 2L It is someone from our hometown-or
truly vmty thought
high &ko&ithat i$ ihere, Afr?f
Wo have all grown up with all,whonthecurrcntdeployment
thefearofnudearholocaustfrom. of troops is reachedthere willbe
the former Soviet "evil empire^' close t o 45D,GQG troops In
butnowthaHhe ctoW w&rfeOVer, operation Desert $htet<-« That i$
tho greatest possibility of 1 about the highest number of
prolonged military action exists troopseverused in Vietnanvand
in the Middle East.
haq continued on page 10
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You should consider this
By Sandy Colhoun
STAFF WRITE-.

Here are six things that every
Colby student should consider as
we enter the yuletide season.
1. The anti-CIA sign that was
hanging out of a Miller Library
window
is
completely
inappropriate.The College library
is not the place to make political
statements. The library is a
politically neutral building. Don't
get me wrong. While I may disagree
with the statement being made on
the sign,there is certainly a place to
air such opinions, like Roberts
Union or thcStudcnt Center. Miller
library, however, should stand
clothed only in tho ivy lining its
walls,representing all which isbest

in the American tradition.
2. Whatever happened to the
conservatives on this campus?
Where are the pro-life and pro-CIA
groups? There is a definite lack of
right-wingopinionbeingvoiced on
our campus; yet, there is no doubt
in my mind that hundredsof Colby
students have conservative
opinions. These students need to
become more vocal and force other
students to question and defend
their opinions. I think it has become
too easy for liberals here at Colby,
having no opposition to put a stick
in their spokes.
3. American troops arc waiting
in the desert to attack Saddam
Hussein's army, and even rnorc
troops arc on the way. Will therebe
a draft? Will we fight? Should
America be in the Gulf at all? These
are questions worth debate and
consideration here on Mayflower

Hill. Interest in the Gulf crisis has
been limited and disappointing.
America is on the verge of going to
war, yet there has been only one
lecture on the topic all fall. How
about a huge yellow ribbon on
Roberts or the Student Center to
show our support for the troops
abroad?
4. With the onslaught of winter
comes treacherous walkways. Year
after year we slip and slide from the
Student Center to Lovejoy and the
library . There has got to be a
solution. How about heating this
strip from underground, as is done
at the Health Center entrance, and
if this fails, how about a lot more
sand and salt.
5.1 feel I must disagree with my
fellow writer Matt Lehman. I think
David Lcttcrman would be a great
commencement speaker. The fact
Consider continued on page 10

Rocky V: as expected
By M. Scott Barkham
A&EEDITOR

Norm $f agg$ *77f n%h% makingf t big.
t
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By M, Scott Barkham
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Yes folks, there is life in Hollywood
after Colby. Jus t ioo_t at Norm Skaggs
' 77.
After years of hard work, Skaggs
landed a co-starring pat*.a in "Decoration
Day/ a T.V_ movie to appea r this
Sunday Night on NBC at 9 p-m. Starring
lam es Garner and Judith Ivey (*Who's
the Boss">, this f i l m is based on John
William Corrington's novella and is set
in Georgia in 1975_
$kagg$ plays Billy Wendell, godtspn
to James Garner's character, Of his
part Skaggs said, "there is tremendous
inner tension in Billy and that's an
actor'$ dref-m. He's a very macho
character, and then he reaches out in a
really soft and "beautiful way. 1 couldn't

ask for more in terms of the range of
emotions I have to portray/'
Professor Tina Wentel of the
performi ng arts department said that
Skaggs was "one of crar biggest risk
takers in theatre" and that he "was
very active in theatre, even bef ore
performing arts became a major at
Colby 7
After graduating in 1977, Skaggs
moved to San Francisco,, where he
paid his 4t.es in various theatre
productions- He recently moved to Los
Angeles, where he got his first
television part in Disney's "Rachel
amd Maria."
"Decoration Day"is his secono* Me*
vision role,and he hasbeen critically acclaimed for his performance. It Is only a
matteroftime beforeSkaggs willgetafilm
t>le,Q
r

Sty' s back with the fifth installment of the
ever continuing Rocky series. At least this
one tries to be good. Stallone even enlisted
ori ginal "Rocky" director Joh n Avildsen
("Karate Kid 1, II, III") and Burgess Meredith
as his trainer Mickey, who died at the
beginning of "Rocky III."Through the astute
use of flashback sequences, Meredith is back
and better than ever.
Burt Young and Talia Shire also return
from the original cast,and their performances
are just as uninspiring now as they were in
the last three Rocky films (the first one really
was a good film).
But the surprise newcomer is Ely's son
Sage Stallone,who makeshis debut as Rocky's
son, Robert. It was quite clear that nepotism
was the primary reason for casting Sage,
because his acting ability is absolutely nonexistent.
Without giving away too much of the
plot, here's a quick synopsis: The film begins
in the Soviet Union,after Rocky's miraculous
victory overlvanDrago. After thefight,Rocky
cannot stop his hands from shaking. Upon
arriving home, he sees a doctor, and learns
that he has permanently damaged his brain
(as though that would be hard to ascertain
from his speech).
Rocky learns that his finances are ruined,
and he is forced to declare bankruptcy. So,
the Balboa clan moves from their huge
mansion back to South Phil a delphia, where
Rocky's career began.
Suddenly his wife Adrian is wearing those
awful glasses that she wore in the first film,
and Rocky is wearing that hat and leather
coat that he wore when he worked for a loan
shark in the first film. Perhaps the most
miraculous change occurs in young Robert
who, although in the past spoke with correct
grammar, now says "ain't" as though it were
going out of style.
Rocky goes to work in the old gym that
Mickey used to run, and discovers a talented

young fi ghter who winds up becoming his
nemesis. If you want to know any more, see
the film.
The sentiment of Rocky going back to his
roots is a good one, but the movie goes
overboard.Stallone is clearly trying to capture
the magic of the first "Rocky," and this film
seems overly sentimental.
There is, however, one bright spot in the
film.It is the moment when Rocky experiences
a flashback, which is actually a montage of
past events in his life. Though the passage
only lasts for a minute, it works extremely
well and is the best scene from any of the
Rocky films.
Should you see "Rocky V"? Having
seen the last four, there was no choice. I had
to see what would happen. And I got exactly
what I paid for, a highly mediocre hour and
a half of entertainment. But if you've seen the
last four, do you have any choice?Q

Azt ec Camera is straying int o pop
By Dan Raymont
JAZZY D'S CURB

Aztec Camera, performing their funky
rock as the opening act for Edie Brickell was
an invigorating experience. But an initial
listening of their new album "Stray" may
prove to be a let down compa red to their live
performance.
Though "Stray"is not a musically dazzling
album , its lyrics are witty and thoughtful. In
fact, guitarist and vocalist Roddy Frame
asserts himself as one of the more creative
songwriters of the decade.
Although "Stray" might be able to retain
its appeal to alternative listeners, compared
with their earlier material, it is geared for a
more pop-oriented audience. "Crying Scene"
and "How Is It ," arc two uninsp iring
mainstream tracks on the album. The songs'
only redeeming feature is the lyrics, which
render the songs vaguely Iistcnable.
"You only get one h it/that 's the beauty of
it/what is the good in crying?/Its always,
been that way/at the end of the day/you
gotta keep on trying" is the refrain from
"Crying Scene." Sadly enough, this song will
probably get the most airplay.
"Good Morning Britain," a duet with
former Clash member Mick Jones, describes
Britain as a place where "a corporal sneers at

a Catholic boy/and he eyes his gun like a
toy/he's killing more than a Catholic boy."
They further condemn
Brit ain 's
discrimination by saying, "Don't be too black
or too gay/just a little duller."
Of nine tracks on "Stray," five are ballads.
"Over My Head" and "The Gentle Kind" are
especially moving.
"Over my head /over my head / and I can't
get free from these chains/over my head my
head go the things that we said /and I long to
be above the pain / when your heart is broken /
mine's in two/and I'm in over my head with
you/over the love of you." These are the
complete lyrics to the appropriately titled
tra ck "Over M y Head." The simplicity and
beauty of the song are reminiscent of a
nightclub love ballad from the 1940s.
"The Gentle Kind" begins "I look around
mo and what do I scc?/sadness surrounds
me/alone as can be/with too much time and
too much distance."
Frame sings that something as simple as a
"gentle touch" can bring one back from
depression. "So if you find yourself alone
and so unkind/and if you've asked yourself
over and over/and even if your heartbeats
hurt like goodbyes/try, try, try/open your
mind /spend some time with the gentle kind."
Tho album features guest appeara nces
by Big Audio Dynamite vocalist Mick Jones,
and former Squeeze and Mike and the Mechanics keyboardist Paul Carrack . Q

Showsat 7 and 9:30 p_m.

STU-A
A Christmas Story, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday nights at 7 and 9:30 p-tn. in
Lovej oy 100
Half-price matinee on Saturday
Railroad Square Cinema
Between.MainSt. and CollegeAve.
£73*6526
The only cinema in the area where you
can get a great meal on the premisesbefore
yousee the film.

At Kaoui'd Roadside Attraction in
Portland, every Sunday is home to
"Unplugged" night; #H acoustic sets
performedbylocal musicians- Oft Thursday
night, the Savoy Truffle will be rocking the
house- Friday night, winner of the 1987
Grammy for Best Blues AlbumJohnny Clyde
Copeknct will be performing* Don't miss
this opportunity to see this blues talentMonday Is Open Mike Night, starting at S
p_m. Call 773-6886 far more information.

The Moose Alley Saloon on 46 Market
St.,Portland (7745246)isfeat _tringlivebands
all weekend. Thursday ni ght, Hot Cherry
Pie,a classicrock coverband with somegood
original tones, will be performing. Friday
Good
Child'sPlay H. Thelatest horror venture and Saturday night, the group "From
is
Monday
Monday
to be shown at Hayt's. If you're int o bloody Homes"will be playing^
$4,50
night,
with
Moosehead
Night
Football
gore and littleelse,this Him could be foryou.
pitchers.
Rated K, Shows at 7:40 and 9:55 p.mHoyt's Cinema
J.F-K.Drive
873-1300

Home Alone. John Hughes' latest film
about a child leftathomealoneand the havoc
that he creates. The usual Hughes film, no
doubt. RatedPG-5howsat7_0Gattd9:30 p_m.

Rocky V. Yes,Siy'sgoing totrytomilkus
for
more money. They should havestopped
Tomghfisyourlastopportunitytocatch
after
the first Rocky, or at least the second.
Pete? OToole and Alee Guinness in the
The
idea
seems to be getting a little old- At
classic film Lawrence af Arabia- This film
be
and
sha
will
WQnsevenOsCarsinl9__^
wn least the original Rocky director, John
in its classic,originalcut ft is a must seefor Avildsen (whoalso directed Karate Kid ,II,&
all you film lovers out there. It will be HI) willbe back.Thatshould ensurednematic
enj oyment. Seethereview in this issue.Rated
shown at 7 p-m.only.
PG-13. Shows at 7:40 and 9:50 p,m<
From No v < 30 through Dec* 3,
Kescuers Down Under. Disney'slatest in
Krishnamurth
Witha Silent Mind will be
,
,
$h'pw mg"" T^£"'J-lm "i'$ " about j iddu animation*Rated C/Shbwsat '7ahd'9;i5p<m>
Krtehnamurtu, one of the most important
Predate*_LTMs sequel is minus Arnold,
philosophicalteachersand spritual leaders
but Danny Glover and Gary Bysey cover for
of this century.Shows at 7 and 9:15 p,m .
him when the Predatorterrorizes the crime-*
From Dec. 4 through Dec. 6f the ridden LosAngeles of the future. Rated R,
documentary Berkeley in the Sixties will Showsat 7:30 and 9:50p.m.
be showing, This film, more than two
Three Men and a Little Lady* Steve
decades after the fact, attempts to make
sense of what happened at U.C Berkeley. Gutteriberg, Ted Danson, and Tom Selleck
Ronald Reagan,theGmfcefttl Dead and Allen reunit e for wh at is sure t o be an average
Ginsberg make appearances in this fUm sequel toan average film* Rate4 PC. Shows
which, if nothing else, will be extremely at 7:20and 9:40 p.m>
mtcrc&lmg. Watch for thereview nextweek.

At The Dry Dock on Commercial St. in
Portland,this Friday night, the Barry-Arvm
Young Band will be playing. Saturday, it 's
Darien Brahms and the Soul Miners. Call
774-3550for more information.

The fsfarfhero Russian Folk Chorus will
be performing in the Given Auditorium
tonightat?:30p.m.ThisisagreatoppDrtunity
to see an internationally celebrated choral
group perform- No admissioncharge.
The Portland Conerfc Association will
present Handel's Messiah performed by the
Choral Art Society with the Messiah
Orchestra th-ii''^tar<_ayr^^ em_ ier "% at S
y.m.and Sunday, at 3 p.m- Internationally
know soloisks Andrea Matthews, soprano;
Kenneth Ktch,Countertenor;FpedcriekUrrey,
tenor;and John Ostendorf,bass,mil jointhe
Choral Art Society in this secial holiday
production. Call 772-8630 for ticket
information*
ThePojttland Stage Companywill present
A Man's a Man by Bertolt Brecht from Nov-

27 through Dec. 16. This fiercely funny
comedy about warand Individ ual identity
challeges our ideas about what defines a
man, Call the box office at 774-0465 for
father information.
The Colby Symphony and Choral
Society will perform The Chichester P $dm$
mmemory of ComposerLeonard Bernstein
thisSaturday and Simday at & p,m_ in the
LorimerChapeLAdmission is free,
ColbyCollege's 5,1stFestivalof Carols
artd Lightswillbecelebtated on Thursday
and Friday, Dec 6 and 7 at 7 p.m. and
Satuday at 4 p.irw in the Lorimer Chapel
Call372-3660for reservationsto this event.
No chargefor the reservation tickets.
-W_f^»3_ _^M«i_^_i
^_ 8^i?iiiiMW*
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Bates College(Olin Arts Center)
For information on the latest exhibits,
call 786-6255.
Bowdain CollegeCWalkerArtBuilding).
On display are the "Twentieth Century
Art from the Collections-" Another
interestingexhibiti&'TromDurertoPicasso:
Five Centuries of Master Prints'' from a
private collection* Showing until Dec. 9<
Formoreinformation, call 725-3000Colby College
The Museum of Art in Bixler* An
exhibitionof 30 photographs of the tearing
down of the Berlin Wall is being shown.
The photos come from the German
consulat e in Berlin.
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TheJunto */Senior Cotillion wj llbe held
InFoss Dining Hall this Saturday at 9 pan,
The dress is formal/semi-formal. Tickets
iare$5 per p erson.
The Indigo Girls are coming to the
Portland Expo Buildingon Dec, 13at Sp.m,
Tickets may be purchased at all Ticketron
outlet$ or charge tickets by p hone* Call 1~
800-382-3080,
Compiled By Cory Snow
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We Deliver Cases!

1 Milwaukee Beast & Natural Light 1/2 Barrels-$30.8SM-+
fi
W e l come "
Busch 1/4 Barrel- $19.89++
y
j
Busch Bar Bottle Case-$9.49++
\M<& t m r m a b l e s I J
Mon-Wed 7am-9pm
Call u s today !! We've got the I
Thur s. 'til 10pm
fastest and least expensive
Sun 12pm-7pm
delivery in town!! We're
| Fri. and Sat, open 'til MIDNIGHT! 8[
here to Serve you!

"People Kill To Swill With Big Bill"

Announeemet& t

The votiomns £&t Poao&, Sam
Stow Ch.ap_ .qj : <?£ Control M-iino* ii?
sponsoring a ftooco JtoUy and March
e,
lb* l?e^oe in tube Middl fcaat on

Saturday, Dec. I , at 10 &.ih* at Head
of Falls Par
it, WMservillfe (F-uwi&tf 6
Mprloot; location} t Spcflkors at tho
rally include W£ Chapter f?.rcwi<tont
Jtob titeitf at, a Vietnam combat
vot&ttiit; sovotin Towie, miniato*: for

j -iMiMttii™

*Watcfa
Repairs
Repairs
^J ewelry
*Ring Sizing
Piercing
*Ear
^ Engraving T^ /VVX^O
FINE J E W E L E R S
Slnco

106 Main Street
the Xtoive^ealieit Unitarian Chutd* ot
Watetville? end Chip Hausa, pxof am&t.
af i govoxrmant at' Colisy Collage., An
c-pen mite will also ha> available for
participants to wake atatert>entfl i£
they wish. Mtot the tally* tho $roup

1 p / 4

V ___^

Downtown Watervillei
will rterch abound the* concourse and
down Main Sttfeefc, ending 'back at H<sad
Of Fflllo J?ar)c by noon *
fttw_ public is .ixwttod to nttwid and
bring placards and banners for the
rtiaro ruQ

1990 Field Hockey Awards MHtN MM >* HMH ) W* M«* * . t * « . » M li n ill M IM IMI t l > I I MI I I ) M l t l l l l Ul ' ' ' t Mt»>»>>»»» HII M IMM I»«*t«»M»*
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Iraq

home draped in American flags?
Each individual has to make
theiro>vhChbiceaboutthesituati6n,
whether they feel it is worthy to go
oyer and fight. The problem is, the
longer we wait, the more likely it
becomes that the , choice will be
made for us. Yes,when I was sitting
around that table, j was thankful
for the food ,.the roof over my head,
and damn thankful that I wasn't in
Saudi Arabia.Q

continuedfrompage7
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to enough at ¦Colby.-By the time
graduation comes around, I'll ¦.be
ready for a good laugh,and one can
be certain that is what Letterman
;
would deliver. : :
7
6. Rnally,I hope residence halls
will follow a long Colby tradition
and celebrate the holidays with
festive decorations, lights, arid a
giant .Christmas tree on Dana
beach.Q ¦ -£f y

g^fct^ tyn^eitf
then there was a draft. There
"
Mos^Mpwv^FJfajf^R
S
..
doesn't seem to be much difference
^
BrowttAward (player with highest level of dedication and
between
the Middle East and
.
, - " - '%
&pb*&EtlnXie> ylte'9i
Vietnam.
,.
r
<¦
'.7 ^ :
\ Coz$ls<ft Awaj di Cteb %WJhft^" '
Students today arealwaystrying
'
'
..
\ !&V&» iMe!fe $weB <& .
;
to emulate the 60s. Whether it be
AIl-3laiei A»dreaSolomtta'£1(second yeat)
music {the Dead),clothes,or drugs,
s *
*•
'\ Aa_tel_4>we-r02 " •
all one ever hears about is that
*
% *
'
?- Micelle Lowell
, \
;¦ ;, v
. ; students today are envious of their
x s
' Regional AIMmericamAndrea SolomSa
preceding generation. But the
Meml»^pMaionlH No-_hrSot.lh ^i-Sta»gajnes Andrea Solomlta current generation laments that
(ftor
tih)
there is nothing to be active about. continued from page 7
<_o«capiams forl991t tfe l^do ^ 3nd tOO_a^|^ig_ T^
"They had Vietnam in the sixties,
of the matter is, no one
man." 7 ¦
remembers
commencement
7 Where are the protests now?
Does everyone agree with the speeches. Sure,you may remember
President,or are we simply waiting aline or two,maybe even the gistof
for our friends arid relativesto come the speech. Great. I've been lectured
¦ ¦
-;————
¦
.
. :¦
, y
7v
STRESSED ??? TIRED OF STUDYING ??? •
7 . I
:
¦
off
your
stress
with
TOM
CLARK
comedian
from
Boston
Come
laugh
-fVlT B B '1____ _7"
on MONDAY, DECEMBER 3 at 9 pm in DANA dining hall¦ " ' '
H \Jl ^i J Lj L J £ ^\J L
' '
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'
for a one hour study break.
j «Th
§ 3._ITvj
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>>
is ready to go on the air, the ¦TTAPPlHj
GUARANTEED
FUN
AND
FOOD
!!!!!
__K
lSIi]\lf^
-H__t_.
M.AT1M.J-^J-J. ^-*k-J AND: Back by popular demand-condom jewelry will be for sale !!!!
announcers
have
the
responsibility of performing well.
SPONSORED BY PEER HEALTH FACILITATORS
|
Coyne will do most of this work,
but Baron will also help on play by
play.
; 873-6228
"1want to make sure that I give
52 FRON T ST.
/SgBBSffi
an accurate view of the game and
Busch Bar Bottles $9.95++
Jmff
it is something that the listeners
i^^*
will enjoy," Coyne said.
Making the game clearer is the
job of the color commentator,Sue
pgra^li^Pii^. We have the best selections
Cummings, the first woman to
^^H_ ^^^_w^C^l f°r y°ur Secret Santa gift s
announce for Colby.
"1 will give a deeper insight
CJL-_-_^_^«-.^r-^» Bring Us Your Returnables
into the game then the play by
Deliuer
_ E^^l
me
play announcer. 1 will describe
All Cases
^lfl# ^B
what kind of advantages the
team's have against each other,
and what they may be doing right
or wrong," Cummings said.
The issue of having a woman
in the announcing booth has
caused a little opposition. "Some
— — ¦—
:
people have expressed opposition
1
that there is a female in the
position," Cummings said.
¦
¦ ¦ wTr
Diet Coke / Coca-Cola j
But Baron and Coynedisagree.
.
1 Colby Special
I
"Sue is really good and knows
Breakfast Sandwich I
Classic
what she is talkingabout. Working
gS
2
E
9
get $1.00 off any size pizza,
I
Rarnn
get a six pack of coke for 990
B
with her is no different then
*™ 1
i Bacon .' Toast,
1 when you purchase any pizza. jI
oneese
working with a guy," Baron said.
I one coupon per pizza,
1 Pancakes,
| one coupon per pizza.
Cummings has played the
Tomato
I
'
I Homefries
game for eight years, including
Lettuce
customer pays sales tax
1 & Coffee
| customer pays sales tax and
two years for Colby. She knows
Fried Egg
1 $4
rn
99 1 bottle deposit where applicable. I where applicable.
<_ a 50
^
that she can only disregard what
I
872-7712
$19 0
some people are saying.
Expires: 12/5/90
|
Expires: 12/5/90
|
"I have to ignore the opposition
8
Open Seven Days a Week
8
and do the best that I can,"
i
5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.
I
Cummings said. "My friends say
Colby fQRli
Colby
BOM
that it is a good step for women,
l!__ffl]tt=-_3®
®
I
ll__i----fl
Benton Avenue - Winslow
and they are right, but I really just
I
Limited delivery area to ensure safety.
Limited delivery area lo ensure safely.
see this as a job that I have to
Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left. | Drivers carry loss than $20.
Drivers carry less than $20.
|
|
do."Q
t
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Get off the Hill for a
1
8 Real Homecooked breakfast j

BONNIE'S

1

DINER

1
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TAKE A BREAK I
Come to Camden, ME.
Enjoy the quiet,
romantic elegance of

Windward House
Bed & Breakfast
% n ¦¦

v

¦

¦a

s^=======^======

The perfect getaway just a
few short steps from the
harbor and village shops.

Get-A-Way in the
"
. T-i
r
Quiet Elegance or

A t t n : We still have rooms
availible for this weekend

.p f

Windward House
-_=_^^^^^^^=^^_
'
"
' '""' "'""" '""

8

Call

1-236-9656
for reservations
John & Mary Davis
Innkeepers

990 six pack i
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i
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application deadline for spring inter vie ws

January 4,1991
Teach For America is a national teacher
corps of talented, dedicated individuals from all
ethnic backgrounds and academic majors who
commit two years to teach in urban and rural
areas that have persistent teacher shortages.
Applications are available at the Office of Career Sewices
for more information , contact Jan Fortin at 872-3686

Basketball teams
comp ete in tournies
By Beth Cronin

STAFF WRITER
Men'sand women'sbasketball faced a few
losses recently, but are looking forward to
the official start of their season this weekend.
The women's basketball team split two
games as they travelled to Willimantic,Conn,
for a pre-season tournament hosted by
Eastern Connecticut College on the weekend
of Nov. 17. f
In the first round of action, Colby was
defeated 63-58 by Eastern Connecticut
College, nationally ranked 18th. Despite the
loss, Colby rallied in the consolation round
beatingtheUniversity of Scrantom,nationally
ranked 6th, 62-60 in an exciting overtime
victory.
Co-captain Kim Derrington '91, who was
named a tournament all-star, scored the
winning overtime basket on a 15 foot turnaround jumper with 1:08 left to play.
Derrington, Colby's leading scorer, finished
off the tournament with -39 points, 21
rebounds, and 5 steals.
Liz Cimino 92 had a solid tournament
performance, scoring a total of 21 points and
playingher famous tough defense along with
teammate Maria Kim '93. Kim played an
almost flawless game against Scrantom with
no turnovers and 12 points in 42 minutes of
playing time.

Senior co-captain Deanne Newton looked
strong scoring a career high 10points against
Scrantom and pulling down 9 rebounds. In
her first college performance, Kathy Pooler
'93 showed fantastic potential scoring 19
points and grabbing 14reboundsduring the
tournament.
The team showed a great deal of unity in
the overtime victory and is looking ahead to
the regular season opener at Tufts.
The men's basketball team played their
pre-season tournament at John Carroll
University in Cleveland, Ohio. Colby was
defeated by Albian College 94-81 in the first
round and then lost to the College of Wooster
in the following round 77-74. The team
finished off the tournament on a high note by
hardily defeating Adrian College 119-79.
Despite the two losses, some positives of
the tournament includeoutstanding play by
Kevin Whitmore '91,who scored 80 points,
including 7 out of 14 three point goals
attempts. Powerful reboundingby teammate
John Rimas '92, grabbed a team high of 21
rebounds and a scoring of 40 points.
John Daileanes '92 also had a strong
weekend, scoring a total of 60 points and
pulling down 13rebounds. Point guard Tom
Dorion '91 played well by controlling the
offense with 15 assists and 47 points
throughout the tournament. Motivated by
the tough competition the team is practicing
hard for the regular season opener also at
Tufts on the Nov. 30. Q

Sports Shorts
In MEN'S HOCKEY action, the Mules
opened up the season with a 3-0 win over
Tufts on Nov. 17.Todd Uighuart '91had two
goals and an assist iri the victory as Blair
Wetherbie '94 added a goal and two assists
in his first collegiate game. Against UConn
on Nov. 24, the Mules skated to a 4-4 tie
after scoring three goals in the final period .
Mike Genko '93, Wetherbie, Derek
Bettencourt '92, and Brendan Van
Wynseburg '91 all scored for the Mules.
Their next home game is this Sat. against
UMass Boston at 7:00.
In other hockey news,Bowdoin is having
a problem with their cooling unit in their
rink and, as a result, they have no ice. The
were forced to play the annual Bowdoin
Tournament at the Alfond Arena opposite
the Edie Brickell concert. They are also
making the 40 minute trip to practice at the
Alfond Arena. Sources say that it could take
as long as three weeks before ice can be
made. This could mean that the first meeting
between the Polar Bears and the Mules,
scheduled to be played at Bowdoin, mi ght

Scoreboard

Men's Basketball
11/16-18
Albian 94 Colby 81
Wooster 77 Colby 74
Colby 119 Adrian 79
at Tufts 7:30
11/30
at Suffolk 2:00
12/1
HUSSON 7:30
12/5
at Salem State 3:00
12/8

Women 's Basketball
ll/ 17r18
E. Conn. 63 Colby 58
Colby 62 Scranton 60
at Tufts 6:00
11/30
HUSSON 5:30
12/5
at §alem State zl:00
12/8
Men 's Hockey
11/17 Colby 3 Tufts 0
11/24 Colby 4 UConn 4
12/1 UMASS 7:00
12/5 at Bowdoin 7:00

be played at the Alfond Arena instead. A
decision about that should be made this
week.
In MEN'S BASKETBALL, the team
tr avelled to Clevelan d , OH to compete
with eight other schools in the Great LakeTournament. The Mules went a somewhat
disappointing 1-2,losing to Albian College
94-81 and to the College of Wooster 77-74.
They were, however, able to beat Adrian
College 119-79. Kevin Whitmore '91led the
team in scoring for the tournament with 80
points, 21 coming on three pointers. The
team will begin its defense of last season's
ECAC Crown on Nov. 30 at Tufts.
The WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, team
travelled to Eastern Connecticut to play in
the Brand Rex Tournament. After losing to
No. 18Eastern Connecticut College 63-58,
the rebounded against No. 6 University of
Scranton 62-60 in overtime. Kim
Derrington '91 led the team in scoring
with39pointsfor the tournament. Shealso
added 21 rebounds and 5 steals.

12/8 SALEM STATE 3:30
Women's Hockey
11/9 Assabet 8 Colby 0
11/10 Colby 2 Alumni 1
11/16 Hobomock 4 Colby 1
11/17 Colby 5 UMO 0
11/30 Colby Invitational 7:00
12/1 Colby Invitational TBA
12/5 at Bowdoin 4:00
12/8 HARVARD 12:00
Men's Squash
11/30 Williams round robin TBA
12/1 Williams round robin TBA
Women's Squash
12/4 BOWDOIN 4:00
12/7 at Tufts 4:00
12/7 Colgate at Tufts 5:30
all caps designate home games

Tfoe Devastator of the Week Award
goesio Coaeh Mark Serdjeniai. who was
flO-Onlynareed the l^lMam^CoUegfate
Coach of the Year fey the Maine State
Soccer CoachesAssociation butwasalso
selected as the New Eftgland
In^coJJegiat^ Soccer teggue Division
JSJlCoach oftheYear*Serdjenian coached
the 1990nationallyTranked
WhiteMules.
men's socosrteam whowereundefeated
*n thefr xegu&rseason and fini&h&i with
•a 13-1*2 record after a tough loss to
Williamsm Use ECACsemi-finals. His
devotion to the sport of soccer and his
dedication toteam unity (demonstrated
by Ms sheer "As One") and
tsmanshipearn him the Devastator
spor
Awa_& Congratulations&> Coach Mark
Serdjenian,. Q

Critical Point
By Paul Argiro

SPORTS EDITOR
WARNING: What you are about to read
is not based on fact, is not based on rational
thinking, is not based on anything ordinary.
But it is based on intuition - Sports Editor 's
intuition.
Every season,I get certain vibes about our
Colby sports teams. These vibes come before
I look at rosters, before I check statistics,
before I previewthe upcoming season. These
vibes come at me when Henry hands me a
winter sports schedule and I open it and read
it.
So here it is, the Sports Editor's 1990-91
Year in Preview:

Men 's Basketball: Let s start with a team
that has the most pressure on them,the men's
hoop team. Last year, they went 26-1, were
crowned ECAC Champs, and had a Division
III Player of the Year on the roster. Not bad .
This year, they travel to Cleveland,Ohio and
lose two games, winning only one. A bad
omen? Probably not. Dick Whitmore is a
great coach and there is some talent on this
team. Rookies, I don't have a clue who you
are, but upperclassmen, I know you. The
team won't have so much success this year
and they will not repeat. Final record: 17-6,
losing in the semifinals of the ECACs.
Women 's basketball: Since we're on the
subject, here's a team that loses to a number
18ranked team but beats a number 6 ranked
team. You do the math. This team has always
been tough to figure out. One year they can't
buya win, the next year, they can't buy a loss.
What does this year hold for them? They
should be all right. They've got some tall
players. Final record: 14-10, losing in first
round of ECACs.
Men 's hockey:Okay,so I'm a little biased
about this team. But I can be honest. Last
year, they couldn't score but they could stop
the puck. This year, they have showed signs
of some scoring potential (seven goals, two
games) and they are still stopping the puck
(four goals allowed). Bowdoin shouldn't be a
problem - we will win both games.
Middlebury is going to walk all over us. But
this isour year. Something tells me that. Final
record :13-7-4 losing in the first round of the

ECACs (they're not used to being there.)
Women's hockey:You figure it out. Since
when does Colby play teams like Harvard,
Princeton and Boston College? This is a team
where they either win 10-1 or Shawn Gager
'92 gets a third degree burn on theback of her
neck from the red light going off so many
times. I've watched them for two years and I
still haven't a clue. Final record : 10-8-3. No
ECACs.
And now for the individual sports:
Men'sin d oor track :Well,by the looks of
the cross country tea m, their di st a nce peop le
should stomp the competition. But just
looking at the schedule, everything's a
tournament. Not once do they play just one
team at a time. Track meets are generally
marathons and Colby is an impatient place.
Finishes: 4 firsts, 2 seconds, 2 thirds and
beyond s.
Women 's indoor track: (see men 's
indoor track). Finishes: 2 firsts, 4 seconds, 6
thirds and beyonds.
Men's swimming: I'm not even going to
pretend to know what I'm talking about on
this one. If it's not the shallow end, I stay out
of the pool. It's going to be fun learning
something, though. Final regular season
record :5-3.
Women 's swimming:Now, this I know a
little more about. I recognize some names, 1
know the Ail-Americans. This Colby team is
good. Final record :7-2.
Men's squash: With a sport name like
squash...! have a good feeling for this team.
That's about all I can say. Final record:6-3.
Women's squash: Coach Paula Aboud is
a cool lady. How can I bet against her team
when her tennis team goes undefeated ? Final
record: 13-0,what thehell,make it two sports
in a row.
Men's and women's skiing: Any Colby
team that wants to go Division I because the
competition puts them to sleep, I've got to
respect. They'll win everything, both teams.
Well, that's it. I used no statistics, no
interviews, no research. Just intuition. ?

Men's hockey beats Tufts, ties UConneticut
By Paul Argiro
SPORTS EDITOR

sure to change. This was a legitimate Division I team - while
Tufts plays DivisionIII. Ad d to that a six hour bus ride for the
players and things look bad before they begin. But Colby
hung in there.
"The team showed a lot of heart against UConn," said cocaptain-Dave Descoteaux'91. "The team pulled together to tie

The men's hockey team is off to a decent start going 1-01 in its first two games of the season. On Nov. 17, they
defeated a scrappy Tufts team 3-0 and on Nov. 24, they
a a __~ . ~~«;-.-i. ii**-.
-i
skated __
to a_ 4-4
tie against the
University of Connecticut, a
Division I independent team.
"Against Tufts, we started out
slow,but that'sbecause it was the
first game of the season.We made
some mistakes and we learned
from them,"said senior co-captain
Todd Urghuart '91 "A win is a
win but we knew that we had to
move the puck faster and create
more chances."
Urghuart , along with
linemates Blair Wetherbie '94and
Keith Gleeson '94, took full
advantage of their opportunities
as they accounted for all the
scoring against Tufts. Urghuart
had two goals and an assist while
Wetherbie added a goal and two
assists iri his first collegiate game.
Gleeson, also in his first game,
added two assists. For a team that
had trouble with its offense last
season, it was a welcome relief to
see the third line putting the puck
in the net.
Colby shoots on Tufts at last Saturday's game
Against UConn, things were

Women's bockey wins opener
By Amy Vreeland
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Women's ice hockey started off their official season
with a 5-0 victory over UMO on Nov. 16. Their win came
after two scrimmage losses and their annual alumni game
which they won 2-1.
Julie Collard '91 scored two goals for Colby against
UMO and KK Smith '92, Scotty King '92, and Liz
Preston'91 each added one goal to complete the 5-0

Colby women pr epari ng lo shoot

photo by Tara Taupier

shutout. Shawn Gager was the goaltender for Colby.
"We really outshot them," said Colby Coach Laura
Halldorson. "We probably had about 50 shots to their 5.
They are a club team so we had figured that we would do
pretty well against them."
Gager was happy with the team's performance against
UMO and says that the team as a whole looks strong this
year.
Colby lost 8-0 in a scrimmage to the Assabet Valley
League Team from Massachusetts on Nov. 9 and was
defeated 4-1 by the Hobomock League Team on Nov. 17.
"They were both strong teams who have been skating
together longer than we have," said goalie Shawn Gager
'92. 'They have a longer season - we couldn't start
practicing until Nov. 1 and that kind of hurt us."
"The team looks better than last year. We are skating a
lot more aggressively and shooting more. We could go
pretty far this year," said Gager.
Halldorson agrees. "I think that we should be stronger
this season than last year. We graduated four players but
the first-year students that are on the team this year have
made up for that loss and even put us a little ahead. Both
Shawn Gager and Dina Cloutier '91 are very strong goalies
and they will be splitting time in front of the net."
Hosting an Invitational Tournament this weekend,
Colby is scheduled to play the University of New
Brunswick on Friday, while Bowdoin competes against
Brown University. The championship and final will take
place on Saturday.
"We stand a good chance to win it," Gager said. "We
have a strong defense and our offense is really coming
together."
The rest of the season holds some pretty challenging
matches said Halldorson. "We have a tough schedule - the
majority of games are against Division I teams - so I can't
predict how our record will be. We only play a few club
teams. Our goal for the season is to make it to the Division
III Championship game and I think we have a good
chance.
Seniors Kay Cowpcrthwait and Trish Biros aro co-captains
of this year's team.Q

the game in the third period. And in OT, when we got a
penalty called on us with two minutes to go, we didn't give
up."
Colby scored threegoals in the third period to tie the game
up. Wetherbie added his second of the season on a penalty
shot while Derek Bettencourt '92 and Brenden Van
Wynsebergh
'91
combined to send the
game into the overtime
period.Bettencourt'sgoal
was one to remember as
he walked around one
defenseman and faked
thegoalieoiit ofhispads.
When Mike Hynn '92
got a roughing penalty
call in the overtime
period , things looked
dismal. But the Mules
hung on to preserve the
tie. "The refereeing was
poor, but we didn't let it
affect us. It was
something we couldn't
control ,"
said
Descoteaux.
The men play this Sat.
against UMass, Boston at
the Alfond Arenaat 7p.m.
Colby is looking to play
well against this team,
who they haven't beaten
p hoto by Sharon Labick
in two years. Q

Tbe voices
of Colby hoops
By Elliott Barry
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Announcers
for
sporting events have
moved into the glamour
of professional sports.
Their styles are always
underdosescrutinyby the
listening public and each
announcer must produce
the game in a way that
will p lease the listeners.
J eff Baron '93, J ack
Coyne '94 and Sue
Cummings '91 will all face
the public eye and enjoy
the
of
g lamour
f lwlo by J osh Friedma n
announcing as they bring
Colby 's f irst xoomanannouncer
the Colby men's and
women'sbasketball games to the WMHBlistcning audience.
There are many responsibilities that the threeannouncers
must face. They vary from technical work to conveying a
preciseaccountofthegame.The first step thattheannouncers
face is.setting up a phone line to the station, since the games
are heard over the radio, but brought to tlie station by
phone.
Jeff Baron '93, sports manager at WMHB as well as an
announcer, has to make sure that these things are
accomplished.
"I have to make sure that a phone line is set up to the
station and other technical work is established as one of my
prc-game responsibilities," he said. Other responsibilities
before the game preparing team rosters and making a
schedule of times when sponsors will be announced and
public service announcements.
After the connection is made to the station and tho team
Announcers continued on p age 10

